
 

 

CASH MANAGEMENT PAYROLL INTEGRATION 
 
 
 
Overview: 
 
Oracle Cash Management manages and controls enterprise cash cycle. Cash Management is comprised of 2 
main features one of  Enterprise Cash forecasting and the other of  Bank Reconciliation. Oracle Cash 
Management(CE) has been integrated with Oracle Payroll for reconciliation of payroll payments in release 
11i. 
 
 Facilitating this integration payroll has created a new view that captures the payroll information like that of 
a check number and value. CE accesses the view of generated payments and  compares it against the 
information on the bank statement. This process will then  generate error messages on mismatched 
transactions. The payroll bank structures table will feed information into the Oracle Accounts Payables 
(AP) bank tables, for access by Cash Management. Each time a new payment method is created, the bank 
details are transferred to AP. When defining a payment method, you must now enter the new field GL Cash 
Account, to work with Cash Management. This integration can currently only handle check form of 
payment. Electronic Fund Transfers (EFT) like that of NACHA are not included in the reconciliation 
process due to the limitation of payroll not storing an unique identifying transaction number which CE 
reconciles on. 
 
The Cash Management auto reconciliation program matches Oracle Payroll against bank statement lines if 
the transaction meets the following criteria: 
• the Oracle payroll payment number matches the statement line payment number 
• the Oracle payroll payment amount matches the statement line payment amount 
 
Payroll customers would benefit from this integration as they can leverage Cash Management features in the  
positive pay and reverse positive pay process. 
 
 Positive Pay  helps protect the company against check fraud. Your bank will only honor those checks 
which you have authorized  for payment. Positive Pay is a process where the bank, maintains a list of checks 
issued to be verified .When checks are presented for payment and cleared through the Federal Reserve 
System, the Federal Reserve prepares a file of the checks' account numbers, serial numbers, and dollar 
amounts and sends the file to the bank to be verified and paid. Cash Management’s’ Transaction Available 
Reconciliation Report provides the ability to send an authorization file of checks to the bank. 
 
Reverse Positive Pay is a process where the company maintains the list. The bank sends the file to the 
company, where the company compares the information to its internal records. The company lets the bank 
know which checks match its internal information, and the bank then pays those items. The bank also 
researches the checks that do not match, corrects any misreads or encoding errors, and determines if any 
items are fraudulent. The bank pays only "true" exceptions, that is, those that can be reconciled with the 
company's files. Cash Management’s’ bank reconciliation will automate the verification process for the 
company. 
 



 

 

 
Overview of Cash Management features: 
 
 
Enterprise Cash Forecasting: 
Oracle Cash management gives access to expected cash flows from operational and external systems, to 
analyze liquidity across the enterprise. You can forecast in any currency across different organizations with 
multiple time periods. Cash forecasting  gathers data from the various outflows and inflows of the 
enterprise. 
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Enterprise Cash Forecasting in Cash Management 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: If you want to use Cash Management fully , you have to install AP and AR due to the 
interdependency in the products. All accounting functions are done in AP and AR and Cash Management 
provides the engine for reconciliation and forecast. 
 



 

 

 
The Bank Reconciliation: 
 
Provides bank statement reconciliation capabilities to help maintain accurate cash account balances, identify 
and resolve exceptions, manage bank errors and fraud by monitoring the bank reported activities against the 
system transactions. The below diagram is a representation of the bank reconciliation data flow. 
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  Bank Reconciliation process in Cash Management 
 
 

Cash Management integrates with external applications and Oracle applications. Integration of the  external 
applications is enabled via the open interface. Cash Management is multi currency enabled. 
 
• Oracle Cash Management  allows automatic or manual recording of  bank statements. 
• CE allows you to archive and purge historical bank statements.  
• CE provides an open interface table to load bank statements automatically. It will validate and import 

information that can be reviewed on the bank statement interface window.  
• CE provides the option to  initiate an auto reconciliation as well as a manual reconciliation process of 

the bank statements once it is  imported . The reconciliation process will generate reconciliation of 
account entries, record bank initiated charges, reverse rejected or non sufficient fund receipts, reconcile 
bank corrections and clear payments automatically or manually.  

• Cash Management allows on line corrections to  bank statements entered through the open interface.  
 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Setting Up Payroll For Oracle Cash Management Integration 
 
1.  Navigate ( Workstructures -> Organization -> Description) 
 
In the Define Organization window, define an organization and classify it as all of the following : 
a.  Business Group 
b.  GRE/Legal Entity 
c.  HR Organization 
d.  Operating Unit 
 
2.  Navigate ( Security -> Assign Security Profile ) 
Assign the Business Group to the HR : Security profile option for the Payroll responsibility. (The 
organization defined in step 1 creates the same unique identity for all the four classifications) 
 
Note : If you are using Oracle Payroll, the Organization should have already been classified as a Business 
Group & HR Organization.  You need to classify the same Organization as a GRE/Legal Entity  and 
Operating Unit also. However, step 2 can be skipped as the necessary assignment should have been made 
during initial setup. 
 
3. Navigate ( Payroll -> Payment Methods ) 
In the Organizational Payment Method window, create Payment Methods.*  Bank Accounts assigned to the 
Payment Method in Payroll are used for Payroll reconciliation in the Cash Management responsibility. 
Instructor’s Note : Once a Payment Method is committed in Payroll, a duplicate record is created in the AP 
Bank Account Table. However, the Payroll Bank Account is not viewable in the AP Bank Account Form. 
 
The following fields need to be entered in this form : 
a.  Name 
b.  Type 
c.  Currency 
d.  Source Bank 



 

 

  
e.  Bank Details - This is a  flexfield  where the following information needs to be entered : 
 Account Name 
       Type 
       Account Number 
       Bank Name 
       Branch 
f.  Set of books (optional) * 
g.  GL Cash Account (optional) 
h.  To use the Journal Entry Line reconciliation feature from the Payroll Bank Accounts in Cash 

Management, specify a cash account and set of books. The set of books specified here should be the 
same set of books assigned to the  

• GL : Set Of Books Name profile option and the  
• MO : Operating Unit profile option for the Cash Management responsibility. 
 
Note : If you upgraded your applications, Cash Management and Payroll’s post-upgrade step generates bank 
accounts for Cash Management based on existing payment methods.  If bank accounts are missing from 
your Cash Management responsibility, make sure that the post upgrade step ran successfully, and correct 
any problems with the bank account information in the Payment Method window. 
 
4.  The Bank Account set up in Payroll can be viewed in Cash Management only if the CE :Bank Account 

Security Access profile option is set up accordingly. *  
5.   Additionally, the following Bank Transactions Codes * need to be set up in Cash Management for the    

Bank Account defined in Payroll : 
a.  Payments 
b.  Stopped Payments 
c.  Miscellaneous Receipts  
d.  Miscellaneous Payments 
 
 

 
 

(N) View -> Assign.Process Results -> (B) Payment 
From the HRMS responsibility you can check for a reconciliation status 
 
The following reports are available in Cash Management: 
Auto Reconciliation Execution Report 
Bank Statement Report 
Bank Statement Detail Report 
Transaction available report 



 

 

 
The new view for Payroll :  
PAY_CE_RECONCILED_PAYMENTS  
 
The new package that populates the payroll table is: 
PAY_CE_RECONCILIATION_pkg  
 
There are two views in Cash Management that look at Payroll information:  
CE_801_RECONCILED_V - shows what is reconciled already  
CE_801_TRANSACTIONS_V - payments available for reconcilement 
 
* For further details refer to the (Payroll User’s Guide) and (Cash Management User’s Guide) 
 


